POSTGRADAUTE NEW STARTS REGISTRATION INFORMATION

All new students must report to the programme director of their particular programme of study see below for programme information.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (MSc)
Ritu Vij
Friday 11th January 2019, anytime between 10am – 12noon, Room F59 Edward Wright Building
Monday 14th January 2019, anytime between 10am – 12noon, Room F59 Edward Wright Building

STRATEGIC STUDIES (MSc)/STRATEGIC STUDIES & MANAGEMENT (MSc)/STRATEGIC STUDIES & ENERGY SECURITY (MSc)
Jim Wylie
Wednesday 9th January 2019, anytime between 10.00am – 12pm, Room F53 Edward Wright Building

MSc SOCIOLOGY
Dr Luisa Gandolfo
Wednesday 9th January 2019, anytime between 10.00am – 12pm, Room F22 Edward Wright Building

MRes SOCIAL RESEARCH
Chris Kollmeyer
Friday 11th January 2019, anytime between 1.00pm – 3:00pm, Room F3 Edward Wright Building

MUSEUM STUDIES (part time only)
Prof Alison Brown
Wednesday 9th January 2019, anytime 10.00am – 12noon, Room G4 Edward Wright Building.